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Chapter 1

CREATING NEW SOFTWARE

1• 1 The Information Internatio"al Image Processing
Controller comes witn a powerful programm;ng
system for both tape and disk operati"g
configurational Tne first step in preparing a new
program is tne ed;ting and updating of the source
symbolical Tnese symbolics conlist of standard
subroutines and the appliCfttion package utilizing
all tne necessary routines to perform Some
specific tasks. Tne user prepares a symbolic fil.
using the Symbolic Text Ed;tor and nas either a
dilk image or a PIper tape of tne lymboliCI,
depending on the mlen;ne configuration. This file
can be modified end updlted using ,the text editor.

•

1.2 Next is tne assembly procels. A two-pass
macro-essembler for procelling the source f;le a"d
producing a disk or PIper tape binary program is
utilized by the tYltem. At this point, the user
ca" add tne new program to hfl library of existing
programs either on disk or magnetic tape.

1.3 To provide the uaer with this programming
capability, Informltion International supplies the
source to p~oduce cu.tom epplicat;on programs.
Tnese subroutines ineludea

1. Operating monitor
2. Vector routines
3. Character lets
4. Cnarlcter routines
5. Magnetic tape routines

Given these basic routfnel, the user Can put
together an application package witn a minimum of
programming effort. Detailed documentation of
the.e routine. are included in the Appendices.

STANDARD SUBROUTINES

1.4 Standard Subroutine Parlmeterl (111109) - Thi.
fi'e il • let of definitions, includinga

1. Macnin. conf;ourltion
(core, tape, d;lk)

2. Typel of elmera. avai'able
3. Speci., oPtiona
4. Macro def1nition. for standard

programming convent10ns
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Operat;ng Monito~

1,5 The pu~po.e of the MONITOR is to interface between
tne numan operator a"d tha application prog~am ••
The MONITOR i, compri.ed of 1II166-.er1e. program.
and 1II161-.er1e. progrems. I"eluded in MONITOR
a~e the Teletype input/output routines and ba.ic
hardwere function, which followl

1. Beam po.itioning
2. aeam parameter,
3. Cemera adva"ce
4. Magnetic tape 1/0

a. Den.ity ,elect
b. Drive .elect
c, Spece forward
d. Space backward
e, Error Retry

5. Teletype command deeodi"Q
6. Error re.pon.e.
7. Image rotatio"
8. Focus pattern
9, Program load and dump

1.6 The Disk 110 file, 111183, eo"teinl routines to
create, reed, and write filea formatted within the
di.k operating .tructure,

Vector Rout1"e. (111162)

1.7 Th •• file contain. a general ,et of vector drawing
~out;"e •• After ca11i"9 the .ub~outine which .et.
~ead and tail coordinate. of a vector, one of
three vector routine. may be called'

1. Solid vector
2. Dotted vector
3. Daahed vector

Character Set.

1,8 Cha~acter Di.patch Tabl •• (111164) - Tn1a file
containa d1apatcn table. for individual character
leta. Th•• et i. d.f1".d by uaing conditiona1
a••embly featur •• , Some of the .et. availabl.
arel

1. III matter a.t
2. BCD
3. EBCDIC (including lower ca ••)

1,9 Character O••eriptorl (111164 FI~M) - Tn1, f11.
contain. the charaetar de.eriptor. for the
character gen.rator hardware. There are two other
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fonts availabl. f~om Info~mation Internationa'i
tne NMA Mic~ofont (111164 MICRO) and OCR-S (I11164
OCR-B).

1,10 Character Routtne. (111147) - This file contain.
routines to acce~t magnetic t8~e ch8~.cte~. and
convert them into FR 80 1nte~nal codel bv using
111164: the routine then ~erform. the 110
inltruction to .tart the cn.racter generator
plotting the specified c~.raeter.

1.11 Magnetic Tape Routines (111163) - This fi'e
containl routine. to read 7- or 9·track tape in
binary or character data, The data on tape can
•'10 be eccea.ed in bit or word formats. T~i.
f1'e 8'SO contains routines to reposition t~e tap.
for processing nelted ~.peats of data.

•
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Chaptar 2

USE OF MONITOR ROUTINES

2.1 Basically, application' program. con.1.t of&
1. Assembly parameters
2. Macro Definition.
3. MONITOR
4. Functional subroutines as required by

specific programs (vectors, mag tape
110, etc.)

5. Coding required for the specific
application

6. Buffers, (d1.k, tape) • may include
expendable code.

2,2 The lample program which follows demonstrates t~e
use of MONITOR routine. al well a, the Itructure
of a typical application program. The UI. of
INSERT fi1 •• and allocet40n of buff.r area il al.o
demonltrated.

2.3 The program read. a 9.track core dump tap.
containing vector end points (XHD,YHD,XTL,YTL) and
frame advance information. A record consi.ts of
256. wordl. If the first 4 bit. of an 18 bit
data word are all zerol, the low order 14 bits are
XHD. The next 3 word. contain YHD,XTL, and YTL in
the lame format. If the first 4 bit. are all
ones, then the word .1 a frame advance command.
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ISAMPLE

MUMBLE:=1

FONT==0
lIIS~T==1
BIGBUF==0

.INSERT 111109

.IFD DISC,OSKMONa:l

.IFNO OISC,TAPMON=ml
MTPTR==16

.INSERT 111166
MDSENDI

.ASCII ISET SIZE?I

.ASCII IX,Y OFFSET?I
MOSENO==. 0
.INSERT 111164
.INSERT 111162
.INSERT 111163
.INSERT 111147

HEREIS==S.

DATCOM/160200

.TEXT 306
PGNAME/,ASCII ISAMPLE?I
MTTBUFI
.TEXT 106
.ASCII "/SAMPLE"

e
HEREISI

27 MAR 1974

IENABLES TTY OUTPUT UF HARDWARE
lAND SOFTWARE CONFIGURATIONS
IDURING ASSEMBL.Y
IUSE FILM FONT
IUSE III CHARACTER SET
IBIGBUF •• 1 GIVES LARGER BUFFER BUT FEWER
IFEATURES
IINSERT STANDARD SUBROUTINE PARAMETERS

IUSE AUTOINDEX REGISTER IN MAG TAPE
IROUTINES
IMONITOR ROUTINES
ISETS LOCATION COUNTER TO THE END
IOf THE MONITOR COMMAND TA8LE
JMP I SCALIN
JMP I SETOFS

lEND OF MONITOR DISPATCH TABLE
ICHARACTER SET AND FONT
IVECTOR ROUTINES
IMAG TAPE ROUTINES
ICHARACTER PLOTTER

1$ IS EXTENDED ADDR~SS INDICATOR
ISAVES PROGRAM COUNTER
IMAG TAPE COMMAND WORD (TAPE
ITYPE ETC)
ISETS UP MODE FOR ,ASCII
IPHOGRAM NAME

•

INAME TO BE USED ON SYSTEM
ITAPE INDEX

BEGIN,
.IFNZ BIGBUF,DZM POSTRT LAC ($PROGNO-l) IMAKE EXPENDABLE

10PERATOR COMMANDS INACCESSABLE
.IFZ BIG6UF,LAC (SEXPND-1)
.IFND TWOBUF,DAC MTAREA ISINGLE BUFFER MONITOR CELL
.IFO TW08UF,DAC CUR8UF. IDOUBLE BUFFER MONITOR CELL

CMA
OAC PBUFSZ

.IFO TW06UF,CMA ADD
ISET UP DATA BUFFER SIZE

CURBUF DAC NEXBUF# ISET
IUP BUFFER POINTERS
IINITIALIZE MAG TAPE ROUTINES (111163)JMS MTRINI

CLC
DAC DRWVEC IFORCE FIRST PAGE EJECT (111162)
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GET1, JMS KYBLIS
JMS MTLAC
DAC XHD#
LMQ
LLS 1004
SNA
JMP DOHDS
SAD (17)
JMP NXAOV
JMP FORMAT

OOHOS,
LAC XHD
MAP X
DAC XHD
JMS MTLAC
MAPY
DAC VHD.
JMS SETHDS

L.AC XHD
L.AC VHD

GET2, JMS MTLAC
MAP X
OAC XTl.*
JMS MTL.AC
MAPV
OAC VTL.*
SETTL XTL.,YTL.
JMS DRWVEC
JMP GET1

NXADV, LAC DRWVEC
SZA
NEXPIC
DIM DRWVEC
JMP GET1

ENTRY MAPX
MAP
ADO XOFF
EXIT MAPX

XOFF, 0

ENTRY MAP V
MAP
ADD YOFF
EXIT MAPV

YOFF, 0

ENTRV MAP
MAPSW, NOP

6

ILISTEN FOR KEYBOARD INTERRUPT (111166)
IRETURN 18-BIT WORD IN AC (111163)1* ASSIGNS STORAGE LOCATION

IHEAD & TAIL. INFORMATION?

IFRAME ADVANCE?

IFORMAT ERROR ROUTINE (111166)

•
IGET Y COORD

ISTORE Y COORD
ISUBROUTINE TO SET HEAD AND TAIL.
ICOORDINATES (III16Z)

ISET TAIL. COORDINATES
IPRODUCE SOL.ID VECTOR

IADVANCE CAMERA TO NEXT PAGE

ICONVERT TO III SCOPE COOROS

ISET INITIAL VAL.UE TO ZERO

ISCAl.E X & V



EXIT MAP
MUl I

MAP~1Ul, 16384.
DIV

MAPDIV, 16384.
lACQ
~DO MAPOfF
EXIT MAP

MAPOfF , ~

ISET SIZE

.IfNZ BIGBUF,CONSTANTS VARIAB~ES IASSIGNS CURRENTLY
IUNASSIGNEO CONSTANTS AND VARIABLES

PROGNO, IREQUIRED LABEL - "END OF PROGRAM"
.INSERT II1161 GO

.IFNZ BIGRUF,CONSTANTS
GOND,

.INSERT 111161

SCAlIN, OAe TYPSeL
JMS r,ETNUM

LAC OECNUM
DAC MAPMUL
CLl
SAD (16384.)
STl
lAC SKPCON
SZL
LAC OPReON
DAC MAPSW
LAC (1-16384.)
TAD MAPMUL
TCA
LRSS 1
DAC MAPOFF
JMP MOONE

TYPSCL, XX
LAC MAPMUL
JMS MDOUT
JMP I TYPSCL

SETOFS, DAC TYPOFS
JMS GETANM

DAC XOFF
JMS GET1NM
DAC YOFF
JMP MOONE

TYPOFS, XX
LAC OPRCON

•
VARIABLES
IREQUIRED ~A8EL • "~ND OF GO
/EXPENDABI.ES"

IPOINT TO PARAMETER TYPER
/CONVERT DECIMAL NUMBER FROM
ITELETYPE TO BINARY (111166)
/DECIMAL NUMBER IN AC

IWAIT FOR NEXT OPERATOR COMMAND
I(111166)

IOUTPUT AC IN DECIMAL

IPOINT TO PARAMETER TYPER
IGETS NUMBERS SEPARATED BY
/COMMAS

/MONITOR ROUTINE (111161)
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JMS TYPOUT
LAC XOFF
LAC YOFF
JMP I TYPOFS

CONSTANTS VARIABLES
EXPND, IREQUIRED LABEL - "END OF ALL

IEXPENDA8LES"
.IFM 8192.-S.,.ERROR ITOO MUCH CODE FUR FIRST 8K
I

IMONITOR ROUTINE (111166)

IFZ BIGBUF,HEREIS::BUFFND.EXPNO~l IBUFFNO IS UEFINED
IBY MONITOR TO BE THE END OF
IAVAILABLE CORE

.IFNZ BIGBUF,HEREIS~=BUfFND-PROGND-l

.IFO TWOBUF,HEREIS~:HEREISI2
PBUFSZI-HEREIS+l
.IFD MUMBLE, [
.PRINT IBUFFER SIZE IS I
,VALD HEREIS.

.PRINT I WORDS (I

IHEREIS IS EQUAL TO COMPUTED
IBUFFER SIZE
I(SEE ASSEMBLER DOCUMENTATION
IFOR .PRINT PSEUDO-OP)

.VALD HEREIS*3

.PRINT I OR I

.VALD HEREIS*2

.PRINT I BYTES)
I
1

START
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Ch.pte~ 3

USE OF STANDARD SUBROUTINES
ON A NON-DISK MACHINE

The ule of standard subroutine. greatly .;mplifiel
the writing of programs for non-disk machinel.
However, in symbolic form, the.e routines are too
lengthy for ~aper tlPe. The usual practice
therefore, is to use the hoat computer to build a
magnetic tape for the ~aper tape assembler - the
binary tape which reault. il not unreasonably
long.

•

3.2 SYSTEM TAPE DEBUG ha, been assembled incorporetinq
MONITOR subroutin... The aymbola for thea.
routine. are available and may be utilized to
create new Sy.tem Tape program'. Thi. Debug and
Monitor system has a dump command to enable the
user to dump his program on th' System Tape after
debugging it.

3.3 In order to write tne aample program which
follows, it ;s firat neceslary to determine the
value of the MONITOR .ymbol. requir.d by the
program. The.e valuea are determined by loading
DEBUG from the Syatem Tape and typing the symbol
name followed by a colon (See DEBUG
documentation). Th. value ;s returned on the
teletype and a lilt of lymbol1 ia thereby created
which may be incorporated in tne uaer program
through uae of the Editor.

3.4 Upon completion of editing, a paper tape of tha
symbolic program il punched (See EDITOR
documentation). The prog~am may now be assembled
by loading the As ••mbl.r from the SYltem tap. and
following the 1nltruct10n. for P.per Tape A••embly
(See ASSEMBLER documentation). Errors detected
during the •••• mbly p~ocea. may be corrected by
r.turning to the Editor and reviling the symbolic
program (thi. n.c •• sitat •• the punching of a new
symbolic tape) or by patching the program dir.ctly
u.ing tne command. available to DEBUG.

3.5 The binary produced by the A.sembler may be loaded
and run by DEBUG or the program dumped On the end
of the System Tape and rUn in the u.ual manner.

9



Since DEBUG can ~roc.ls Iymbolic instructions
C4ncluding calls to MONITOR routines), it ,.
feas1b'e to ty~e small ~rograms directly 1nto
eore. Tne first location ave;leble for u.e by a
user program is AVAIL. Use may be made of DEBUG's
symbol definition e'~lbil'ty to nandle tne forward
reference ~roblem.
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ISAMPLE

MUMBLE==l

IMONITOR SYMBOLS
BIGBUF==l
MONTOR==40
MDONE==57
SKPCON==346
OPRCON==743
MTAREA==1030
PBUFSZ==1032
DATCOM==1033
PGNAME==1037
MTTBUF==1065
MDOUT==1356
GETNUM==1433
FORMAT==1517
TyPOUT==1526
ADVAN.JMS 1672
KyBLIS==2043
PSTART==2234
DECNUM==2304
POSTRT==2460
MDSENo=:a:2511
GET1NM==2550
GETANM==2555
AVAIL==10042

DEBUG==20000-1-100
MEMEND==DEBUG-4000

APRIL 2, 1974

ISTARTING ADDRESS FOR MONITOR
IRETURN POINT FOR CORRECT PARAMETER ENTRY

ICONTAINS POINTER TO TAPE BUFFER AREA
ICONTAINS TWO'S COMPLEMENT OF BUFFER LENGTH
ICONTAINS MAG TAPE SELECT WORD
ISTARTING ADDRESS OF ASCII PROGRAM NAME
ISTARTING ADDRESS OF ASCII PROGRAM NAME ON TAPE
INUMBER OUTPUT ROUTINE
IPARAMETER NUMBER INPUT ROUTINE
IRETURN POINT FOR BAD PARAMETER ENTRY

IFILM ADVANCE RQUTINE
IKEYBOARD LISTEN ROUTINE
IWHERE CONTROL GOES WHEN "GO/" IS TYPED TO MONITOR

•

130. CELLS ARE PROVIDED FOR USER DISPATCHES
IROUTINE TO GET EXACTLY ONE PARAMETER
IROUTINE TO GET A PARAMETER IF IT EXISTS
ILOWEST LOCATION FOR USER PROGRAM

IENTRY POINT FOR DEBUG
IALLOW ROOM FOR SOME SYMBOLS

IMAG TAPE ROUTINE SYMBOLS
MTRINI==3573 IINITIALIZE MAG TAPE INPUT
MTLAC.=4013 IGET A WORD FROM MAG TAPE

IVECTOR ROUTINE SYMBOLS
DRWVEC==3536 IROUTINE TO DRAW A VECTOR
SETHDS==3464
SETTLS:a:=3511

IVECTQR MACROS

.DEF SETHD X,Y
JMS SETHDS
LAC X
LAC Y
.TERM

.OEF SETTL X,Y
JMS SETTLS
LAC X
LAC Y

11



.TERM

MDSENDI

.TEXT 306

.ASCII ISET SIZE?I

.ASCII IX,Y OFFSET?I

MDSENDr:=.

PSTART/JMP BEGIN
DATCOM/160200

ISETS LOCATION COUNTER TO THE
lEND OF THE MONITOR COMMAND TABLE

ISETS UP MODE FOR .ASCII
JMP I SCALIN
JMP I SETOf'S

lEND OF MONITOR DISPATCH TABLE

IMAG TAPE COMMAND wORD (TAPE
ITYPE ETC)

PGNAME/.ASCII ISAMPLE?I IPROGRAM NAME
MTTBUfl
.TEXT 106
.ASCII "/SAMPLE" INAME TO BE USED ON SYSTEM

ITAPE INDEX

BEGIN,
.IfNZ BIGBUF,DZM PDSTRT LAC (SPROGND.l) IMAKE EXPENDABLE

10PERATOR COMMANDOS INACCESSABLE
.IFZ BIGbUF,LAC (SEXPNo-1)

DAC MTAREA ISINGLE BUFFER MONITOR CELL
CMA
DAC
JMS
ISZ
JMS
JMS
OAC
LMQ
LLS 1004
SNA
JMP
SAD
JMP
JMP

e
AVAILI

GET1,

PBUFSZ
MTRINI
oRWVEC
KYBLIS
MTLAC
XHD#

OOHDS
(11)
NXAoV
FORMAT

DOHOS,
LAC XHO
MAP X
OAC XHO
JMS MTLAC
MAPY
OAC YHO#
JMS SETHOS

12

IFIRST LOCATION USED BY DEBUG
If OR USER PROGRAM

ISET UP DATA BUFFER SIZE
IINITIALIZE MAG TAPE ROUTINES
IFIRST PAGE EJECT
ILISTEN FOR KEYBOARD INTERRUPT
IRETURN 18-BIT WORD IN AC
1# ASSIGNS STORAGE LOCATION

IHEAO AND TAIL INFORMATION?

IFRAME ADVANCE?

IFORMAT ERROR ROUTINE

IGET Y COORD

ISTORE Y COORD
ISUBROUTINE TO SET HEAD AND TAIL



ICDDRDINATES
L.AC XHD
L.AC YHD

JMS MTLAC
MAP X
DAC XTL.#
JHS MTLAC
MAPY
DAC YTUj
SETTL XTL,YTL ISET TAIL COORDINATES
JMS DRWVEC /PROOUCE SOLID VECTOR
JMP G!:Tl

NXADV, LAC DRWVEC
SZA
AOVAN
DZM DRWVEC
JMP GET1

ENTRY MAP X
HAP
",00 XOFF
EXIT MAPX

XOF"F , ~

GET2,

/AOVANCE CAMERA TO NEXT PAGE

ICONVERT TO III SCOPf CDDRDS

ISET INITIAL VALUE TO ZERO

ENTRY MAPV
MAP
ADD YOFF
EXIT MAPV

YOFF, fa

ISCALE X AND Y

ENTRY MAP
MAPSW, NOP

EXIT MAP
MUL I

MAPMUL, 16384.
DIV

MAPDIV, 16384.
LACQ
ADD MAPOFF
EXIT MAP

MAPOFF, 0

18fT 8IZE

.IFNZ BIGBUF,CONSTANT8 VARIABLES IASSIGNS CURRENTLY
IUNASSIGNED CONSTANTS AND VARIABLES

PROGNO, IREQUIRED LABEL - "END OF PROGRAM"

.IFNZ BIGBUF,CONSTANTS VARIABLES
GOND, IREQUIRED LABEL • "END OF GO

IEXPENDABLES"

•
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SCALIN, OAC TYPSCL IPOINT TO PARAMETER TYPER
"---JMS GETNUM ICON VERT DECIMAL NUMBER FROM

ITELETVPE TO BINARY (111166)
LAC DECNUM IDECIMAL NUMBER IN AC
DAC MAPMUI..
CLl
SAD (16384.)
STl
LAC SKPCON
SZl
LAC OPRCON
OAC MAPSW
LAC (1-16384.)
TAD MAPMUL
eMA
TAD (1)
LRSS 1
DAC MAPOFF
JMP MOONE IWAIT FOR NEXT OPERATOR COMMAND (111166)

TYPSCL, XX
LAC MAPMUL
JMS MDOUT IOUTPUT AC IN DECIMAL
JMP 1 TYPSCL

SETOFS, DAC TYPOFS IPOINT TO PARAMETER TYPER
JMS GETANM IGETS NUMBERS SEPARATED BY COMMAS
OAC XOFF
JMS GET1NM IMONITOR ROUTINE (111161)
OAC YOFF
JMP MOONE

TYPOFS, XX.
LAC OPRCON
JMS TYPOUT IMONITOR ROUTINE (111166)
LAC )(OFF
LAC YOFF
JMP 1 TYPOFS

CONSTANTS VARIABLES
EXPND, IREQUIREO LABEL - "END OF ALL

IEXPENDABLES"
.IFM MEMENO-.S,.ERROR ITOO MUCH CODE FOR FIRST 8K
I
BUFFNO-=MEMEND

,IFZ BIGBUF,HEREIS.=BUFFNO-EXPNO-l
.IFNZ BIGBUF,HEREIS~.BUFFND-PROGNO.l
PBUFSZI-HEREIS+1

START MONTOR
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STANDARD SUBROUTINE PARAMETERS (111109)

ABSTRACT

III1~9 contains subroutine parameters that specify the
hardware and software configuration at assembly time.

USAGf.

The first page of 111109 contains symbol definitions for al 1
hardware configurations, e.g., processor type, memory size,
peripheral 1/0 devices, vector and character generators, ~nd
cameraS. A desired configuration is selected bY choos;nq
which symbols to define and their value.

•

The remainder of IIll~9 consists of software configuratio~
definitions, e.g., location of DE8uG swapper, m~cro
definitions, definitions for lOT instructions, most of which
are dependent upon tne hardware confiQuration selected on
the first page.

The set of symbol end macro definitions that result from
111109 are used in other standard Information International
subroutines to make them independent of configuration.
Applications programs then should insert 111109 before any
other subroutine inserts; common practice is to insert ;t
before the first executable coding, to allow full use of the
macros.

The symbol definitions on the first page of Il11~9 are
organized into groups according to the feature tney
describe. All symbols for machine types, e.g., PDP1S,
11115, are grouped together with only one definition
allowed; the others are preceded by a slash (I), causing the
assembler to ignore t~e line. Chenqing the machine type,
then, can be accomplished by inserting a slash before the
previously seleeted OPtion, and removing a slash from the
definition for the required option.

Some symbols are always defined, and their value is selecte~
according to configuration. The BANKS parameter, for
example, ;s used to select memory size.

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

MACHINE

FR8~
COMp80
PFR
EVE
PFS

If defined, machine is an FR 80
If defined, machine is 8 COMp 80
If defined, machine is a PFR
If def;ned, machine is a COMPUTER EVE
If defined, machine is a PFS

16
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STANDARD SUBROUTINE PARAMET~RS (111109)
Hardware Configuration

CPU TYPE

POP? If defined, assemble for PDP-?
PDP9 If defined, assemble for PDP.9
PDP9L If defined, assemble for PDP-9L
PDP15 If defined, assemble for PDP-1S
11115 If defined, assemble for 111-15

MEMORY SIZE

BANKS

PERIPHERALS

7TRACK

9TRACI<

DECTAP
DIS(;

LPRNTR
CARDRD

Number of 4K memory banks present. •

A value of zero means a 7-tracK tape drive is
not available: a value of one means 7-trac~
is available.
A value of zero means 9-track drive ;s ~ot
available, one means available.
If defined, micro tapes available.
If defined, disc available: set equal to
number of discs (1 or 2).
If defined, line printer eva;lable.
If defined, card reader available.

CHARACTER GENERATORS

HSCHAR

GACHAR

HRSI-'AC

CAMERAS

CAMNUM

If defined,
present
If defined,
present
If defined,
present

high-speed character option

graphic arts character gener~tor

Indicate. type of camera to be usea;

• 1
= 2
= 3
= 4= 5
= 7= 8
= 9= 10
= 11
= 13= 14= 15= 16

35UN
16UN
35SP
16SP
16mm Strip Fiche
Fiche (Mod 1 Controller)
16mm F;che (Mod 1 Controller)
F;che (Mod 2 Controller)
16mm Fiche (Mod 2 Controller)
Hardcopy
Hardcopy Without Vacuum Control
5 Inch
70mm
Full Size Hardcopy 17



STANDARD SUBROUTINE PARAMETERS (111109)
Hardware Configuration

NUMCAM Indicates number of cameras to be Used. If
zero, no CaMera will be used~ ;f greater th~n
one, define alternate cameras with CAM macro:

CAM n,m,o, •••
when n, m, 0, etc., are alternate ca~era
numbers

SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION •
111109 defines a set of symbols for software configuration
based on the hardware configuration chosen on the first
page. These symbols can be used by programs to make them
machine independent.

DISK [)EBUG

MEMSIZ
DEBUG

SWAPSZ

MEMEND

DBGINT

Memory size in l8-bit words.
Memory 1ocat ion of ent ry po int for DEljl_IG
swapper.
Number of words reserved for the DEBUG
swapper (at top of memory).
Memory location of the last free word before
the beginning of the DEBUG swapper.
Defined as a jump to the appropriate location
to enter the DEBUG Swapoer.

MULTIPLE CORE CONVENTIONS

standard subrouti~es use bank mode addressing, with ~
13-b1t address for memory reference instructions. This
allows direct reference to a maximum of 8192 locations:
locations beyond this range must be referenced
indirectly. For programs written to.8ssemble for both
16K and 8K memory sizes, any indirect addressing used
for the 16K version is unnecessary for 8K. A set of
symbols are permanently defined in the assembler which
use indirect addreSSing only if the instruction and the
memory cett are referenced are in different core banks.

LACI XORI

DACI

TADI JMPI

JMSI

XCTI

ADDI ISZI

AND! DZMl SADl

Each of the above represents a memory reference
instruction code with an "I" appended. For memory
sizes of 8K or less, they are defined identically to
their counterparts, otherwise they are def;ned as
pseudo-opa that accompl;sh the same result thrOUgh
indirect addreSSing, For example:

18
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STANDARD SUBROUTINE PARAMETERS (111109)
Software Configuration

LAC! X becomes LAC X for 8K or less
LAC I (if X in different core b~nk

Two other i~structions are supplied similarly ;n two
versionsl

LACA X = LAW X 8K or less
= LAC ex more tha~ 8K

SADA X = SAD (LAW X 8K or less
= SAD (X more than 8K •

NUMBER PRINTING MACROS

The following macros will print the value of an
expression on the Teletype during program assembly:

.VAL X - Print the value of X in octal

.VALD X - Print the value of X in
followea bv a period e.)

decimal,

ASSEM~LY TYPEOUTS

If the symbol "MUMBLE" is defined; III1~9 will type t~
th~ Teletype, during program asse~bly, a descriPtion of
the hardware and software configuration chosen.

MACHINE lOTS

111109 defines
Transfer (lOT)
independent.

symbols for
instructions

all those
that are

Input-Output
not machine

19
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MONITOR SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

The MONITOR is normally a part of application programs. It
creates the monitor display of commands, communicates with
the operator, and e~ecute. routines after ;nterpret;ng valid
operator commands. Also included in the Mon;tor are general
purpose routines that simplify FR 8~ application programming
and handle special functions.

The files 111161, 111161 GO, 111166, 111166 INVAR, 111166
SPEC, 111166 AOVAN, and 111166 TABLE make up the total
MONITOR. The only files that require insertion by the
application program are 111161 and 111161 GO. 111161
inserts 111166 and 111166 inserts the other files. These
files may be inserted at other points in the application
program if assembly parameters are to be changed during
assembly or any of the files are expendable at the time of
program execution.

The user should verify tne first file to be inserted is
111109 and the second is 111166. The first cell of
executable user code should be at location BEGIN as the
MONITOR Jumps to tn;. location after recognizing a "GO"
command.

22



MONITOR SYSTEM

USAGE

ADDITIUN OF MONITOR OPERATOR COMMANDS

1. Set tne location counter to tne address of cell
MuSEND (located ;n 111166).

2. Fad: t be
a word,
this can
macro or

characters to appear in the command three to
terminated by a question mark. Typ;cally

be accomplished with the uSe of either the A
the .ASCII pseudo-oPe •

3. Follow the text with a JMP to the appropriate command
handler. The indirect bit in this JMP, if on, is a
flag to MONITOR to ~lso process the sUbroutine whos~
eddress ;1 contained in the first cell of the command
handler. Typically this second sUbroutine ;s usen tn
display the command parameters on the monitor scree~.
Each command hanaler routine is terminated by a "J~P
MDUNEX". If the JMP to the Commano Hanaler w~s
flagged by dOUble "I"s (;.e., JMP 11---) then the
command ~arameters w;ll appear only if the assembly
parameter BIGBUF ;s defined as being equal to zero.

4. Terminate tne new command list with a zero word and
set t~e parameter MDSEND equal to the curre~t
location.

The following are subroutines included in tne monitor a~rl
are available te the uler to simplify programming:

GETNUM:

Converts octal and decimal numbers from the teletype
buffer to binary. Address 11(octal) contains the
address of the teletype buffer -1. The character
stream up to a nen-numeric ;s converted and the
subroutine exits with the non-numeric that terminated
conversion in the AC and MQJ the binary representation
of the octal number;s in cell OCTNUM, the decimal
number in cell DECNUM.
calling sequence • JMS GETNUM

GETANMI

GETANM can be used for MONITOR command handl;nq
routines. It uses GETNUM to retrieve decimal numbers
separated by commas. After the last number is
retrieved, the instruction following the "JMS GfTANM"
is executed unless nothing was typed for the last
entry.
Calling sequence • JMS GETANM

Any instruction



MONITOR SYSTEM
USAGE cont.

MTTUUT:

D;splays the character whose teletype code ;s contained
in the AC on either the monitor screen or the teletype
depending 0" the mOde.
Calling sequence - JMS MTTOUT

MCRLF':

outputs a carriage return and line feed to either the
monitor scree" or the teletype depending on the mode.
Calling sequence -- JMS MCRLF

t-1MESSGI

outputs a message to either the monitor screen nr
teletype depending on the mode. The message should be
paeked three 6-bit ASCII characters to a word a~d
terminated by a question mark. The subrout;ne;s
entered with the address of the message -1 ;n the AC.
Calling sequence - JMS MMESSG

PSTLLI

Remains fn e two instruction loop until the character,
vector and point plott;ng generators are not busy.
Calling sequence - PSTLL

LROTAT:

Executes 8" LROT instruction using the value contained
in the AC plus the value of FONTYP.
Calling s.~uence - LROTAT

MNLSIZ:

Execute. In LSIZ instruction using the character size
value contained in the AC.
Calling sequence - MNLSIZ

MNBRITI

Executel 8n LBRT instruction using the v81ue contained
in the AC.
Calling lequenee - MNBRIT

MNLSPS:

Loads the IPot size register by executing
instruction using the value contained in the
three bitl of the AC,
Calling le~uenee - MNLSPS

8n LSPS
low order

24



MONITOR SYSTEM
USAGE cont.

MNSPOT:

Calls subroutine MNLSPS and if the PLS;s on and the
spot size is changed, a fifty millisecond delay ;s
;I"dtiated.
Calling sequence - MNSPOT

MNseOL:

Th;s subroutine ;s used to select a color filter. Rits
14 - 17 of the AC specify the filter code: •

17
16
15
14

ADDITIVE SYSTEM

CLEAR
RED
GREEN
BLUE

SU~TRACTIVE SYSTEM

CLEAI'~
MAGENTA
YELLUW
CYAN

~IT

Any "on" bits cause t~e corresponding filters to be
inserted: "off" bits remove the filters.
Calling sequence - LACe n (filter code)

MNSCOL

MNLCDVI

Loads the character delta-V by executing a LCDy
instruction using the value contained in the AC.
Calling sequence - MNLCDY

MNLCDX:

Loads the character delte-X by executing an LCDX
instruction using the value containeo in the AC.
Calling sequence - MNLCDX

ROTTST:

Executes tne inltruction immediately following the call
to ROTTST if tne recording mode is comic (upright). If
the recording mode is cine the second instruction
following the call to ROTTST is executed. Proeessino
is continued with the third instruction following the
call to ROTTST.
Celling sequence • JMS ROTTST

Any Instruction
Any Instruction

EXAMPLE. 'JMS ROTTST
L.AC XDEL.TA
LAC YDE.LTA
DAe DELTA

(Execute if in comic mode)
(Execute if in cine mode)
(Process;ng continues here)

25



MONITOR SYSTEM
USAGE co"'t. "'---

ROTATEI

Rotates the image depending on the value
(0-3~counterclockw;se • 0~uprQht) eontai",ed in the AC.
The corresponding value (20=comic, 12=e;ne) ;s stored
in cell CHRROT (for character rotat10M).
Calling sequence • LACe n

JI'tSROTATE

SETPLSz
•

This subroutine calls SETUMU and unblanks the high
precision eRT if PLSON contains a NOP (MAKE FILM = 1).
Calling sequence - SETPLS

SETOMU:

Calls subroutine PSTLL, e~ecutes a RST instructio", and
using the values contained in the following cells
either calls tne corresponding subroutine or e~ecutes
the corresponding instruction to load a particular FR
80 register.
Calling sequence - SETOMU

CELL - INSTRUCTION/SUBROUTINE

LRAWRD
HSLBWD
RECSPT
RECPIN
CHRRDT
CHRSIZ
CHDELX
CHDELY
RECCOL

LRA
HSLB
MNSPOT
MNBRIT
LROTAT
MNLSIZ
MNLCDX
MNLCOY
MNSCOL

SETXY, SETXYF, SETXYSz

These routines load the X and Y DACs using the values
obtained by executing the instruction immediately
following the subroutine call for the X value and the
ne~t instruction for tne Y value. SETXY issues no
delay after setting the DACs, SETXYF issues a 3~
microsecond delay while SETXYS allows a 120 microsecond
delay. The routine. perform the coordinate
transformation for the .elected rotation so the
programmer .s only required to lupply the values for
comic mode regardless of actual rotation.
Calling sequence - JMS SETXV or SETXYF or SETXYS

Any instruction
Any 1nstruetiol'l

EXAMPLE I JMS SETXY
26



MONITOR SYSTEM
USAGE cont.

LAC XVALUE
LAC YVALUE

INTENS:

Calls sub~outine PSTLL and executes an INTS instruction
causing intenlification of the current point on the
monitor and on tna PLS ;f enabled. The current values
for Sgot lize and intensity are used and the ones
complement of the number of hits is stored ;n cell
PTHITS.
Calling lequence - INTENS •
MNOUT:

Converts the contents of the AC to the specified red;x
and outputl the number to the teletype. If BIGBUF = 0,
the next instruction must be a LACe n where n is the
radix number.

The maximum number of digits that may be output ;s 6
and if leadfng Zeros are to be printed, MDOUT4+3 shoulrl
be changed to NOP. Further, if an unsigned number ;s
to be output, MNOUT+l should be changed to ell.
Calling le~uence - JMS MNOUT

LAC XXXX (this instruction
should load the
accumulator with
the radix if
BIGBUF = ~)

MOOUl:

Calls MNOUT to output the contents of the AC in octal.
Calling sequence - JMS MOOUT

MOOUT:

Calls MNOUT to output the contents of the AC ;n
decimal.
Calling sequence - JMS MOOUT

TYPOUTa

This subroutine il used to type a list of parameters,
separated by comma., to either the monitor or teletype
depending on the mode. The routine ;s entered with an
instruction in the AC to "massage" each number of the
parameter lflt. A LAC "parameter" instruction should
follow the call to TYPOUT, one LAC instruction for each
parameter to be tyoed out. The list should be
terminated with an exit instruction.
Calling .equence - LAC (instruct;on) 27
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MONITOR SYSTEM
USAGE cant.

,.'. ( . ":L''''''
JMS TYPUUT
LAC "parameter"
•
• PI
•
EMit instruction

KVBLIS:

T~is routine il normally inserted wit~;n a program 1000
as it listens for a teletype interrupt. If there ;s no
interrUPt, processing continues, otherwise ;f the
following characters are typed, the corresponding
action takes place - any other character causps
processing to continue with the character COde in the
AC and the link set. The routine also checks for clock
overflow and if it has occurred, will increment
location sill.

•

CODE ACTION

Exit to Debug
Ex;t to MONITOR
Exit to MONITOR
next frame advance

Calling .equence - JMS KYBLIS

Control D(204-octal)
Control I(211-octal)
Control A(201-oetal)

ADVSYSI

AdVances the camera the number of increments contained
in the AC. If the number of inerements is larger than
the number of increments allowable for one camera
advance for a specified camera (PULMAX), the camera il
advanced PULMAX number of increments oer advance until
the desir.d number of increments has been reached. The
last advance mayor may not be PULMAX increments.
Calling ••quence: LACC n

ADVSYS

ADVANN:

Advance. the camera the numb.r of increments contained
in the AC by calling ADVSYS. Prior t~ advancing, the
routine veriffe. that mOre than ten feet of film is in
the lupply mla.zfneJ if not, the routine executes a JMP
to MONITOR to wait for further operator ;nltruct;ons.
Calling s.quence: LACC n

ADVANN

ADVANF:

28
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MONITOR SYSTEM
USAGE cont.

done) and if zero, outputs the message *FRAMES DONE and
executes a JMP to MONITOR. Further, if a (CNTRL)A(2011
octal) had been recognized, a JMP to MONITOR 4s
executed.
Calling se~uence: ADVANF

ADVAN,

Calls ADVANN using the value contained in cell PULlNOJ
cell PlCNUM ;s incremented if MANYUP is not defined an~
ADVANF i. called.
Calling sequence: ADVAN •
CLEAR:

Calls ADVSYS to advance all exposed film into the
take-up magazine. The number of increments to be
advanced 1s stored in cell MCMCLV.
Calling se~uence: CLEAR

MVOATA:

Performs balic mag tape operations. Tne cell DATCOM
contains tne complete mag tape controller command word
with the exception of the operation field. The maq
tape operation mUlt be in the AC when MvDATA ;s called.
Tne data channel word count (32) and current address
(33) cell. must be let before calling MVDATA. Symbo'~
for the mag tape operations are:

REWCOM - rewind
RDCOM - read
WRCOM - write
EOFCOM - write EOF
SKPCOM • skip forward
BCKCOM • skip backward

Calling sequence: LAC (operation)
JMS MVDATA

ASSEMBLY PARAMETERS

BIGBUFI

Tnis parameter must always be defined. A value of zero
causes the MONITUR to be assembled with a maximum of
features, none of which are expendable. A value of one
causes fewer features to oe a.sembled and allows for a
program organization with e~pendable code.
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MONITOR SYSTEM
ASSEMBLY PARAMETERS cont.

DSKMON:

The definition of thi. parameter causes the aSsembly of
the "LO~O" command and subroutines for form loadin~
from disk.

TAPMON:

The deffnftion of tn •• parameter causes the assembly of
code for I mag tape MONITO~ system. •
NODISP:

The definition of th •• parameter eliminates the display
of operator commands. A BIGBUG=l system automatically
defines NOOISP.

NOFOCS:

The definition of tnt. parameter eliminates the code
for generatfng the focus pattern.

NOHIT!I

The definition of this parameter eliminates the code
for specffying multiple hits.
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VECTOR ROUTINES (111162)

ABSTRACT

111162 provides subroutines for drawing solid vectors,
dashed vectors, and dotted vectors.

REQUIREMENTS

The insert file 111162 MACRU contains macro definitionS and
must be inserted before tne SETHD and SET1L macros are used.

USAGE •
The starting point of a vector is referred to as the "heao":
the end point is called the "tail". The macro SETHD is use~
to set the coordinates of the head, the mecro SETTL sets tne
coordinates of the tail. Specification of a nul I
(zero-length) vector results in the intensification of a
Single point.

For a vector from (XHD, YHD) to (XTL, YTL) the mecro cod;n1
should be:

SEThD XHD, YHO
SETTL XTL, YTL

The following subroutines assume that the head and ta;l
coordinates have been set with the SETHD, SETTL macros:

SOLID VECTORS

Subroutine DRWVEC uses the hardware vector generator to
produce solid vectors. Location VECHIT contains tne
l's complement of the number of hits for each vector.
Calling leQuence: JMS ORWVEC

DASHED VECTORS

Subroutine DRWVDS uses the hardware vector ~ener8tor to
produce dashed vectors. Dashes are made by blenk;na
and unblank1ng the PLS while the vector generator is
drawing. The cashed line format is specified bv 8 call
to COMDSH before calling DRWVDS.
Calling seQuence: STL or Cll

JMS eOMDSH (comp;le dashed
LAC "SMALLER LENGTH" (arg.
LAC "lARGER LENGTH" (arg.

code)
1)

2)

If the link is zero, then argument 1 refers to the
length of the dash and argument 2 refers to the lengtn
of the space.
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VECTOR ROUTINES (111162)
USAGE

If the Link is one, then argument 1 refers to t~e
length 01 the space and argument 2 refers to the length
of the daah.

It ;s necessary to call COM~SH only once for a
particular dashed line format.

Any change in format requires another call to CUMDSH.

A call to DRWVPS utilizes the output of COMDSH and
draws the d.ahed vector. Location VECHIT contains the
l's complement of the number of hits for each vector.
Calling sequence: JMS DRWVDS

•

DOTTED VECTORS

Subroutine DRWDUT produces dotted vectors w;t~out the
use of the hardware vector generator. The assembly
parameter DSH determines the spacing between dots. The
numoer of acope points between dots, as measured on the
ax;s of the larger component, is 2**DSH. Location
DOTHIT contains the l's complement of the number of
hits for each vector.
CALLING sequence: JMS DRWDuT

ASSEMBLY PARAMETERS

DASHED - When DASHED is defined, routines will
be aaaembled to produce dashed vectors.

DOTVEC- When DOTVEC ;s defined, routines will
be aaaembled to produced dotted vectors.

DSH - When DOTVEC is defined, DSH determines
the number of scope pOints, X,
between dots, 81 measured on the
axis of the larger component.
X = 2**DSH
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CHARACTER ROUTINES (111147)

ABSTRACT

111147 provides subroutines for drawing characters, with
mono or proportional spacing, adding extra character/word
apace for Juslif;cation, measuring the width of characters,
and computing character size from scope points of height.

REQUIREMENTS

The insert file 111147 SPEC contains
proportional spacing, Justification,
measuring.

the subroutines for
end character wi~tM

USAGE

The character plotting subroutine VCHAR oraws a single
character whose character code is in the accumulator. The
character will be plotted with its lower left-hand corner ~t
the current beam position.
Calling sequence:

LAC "Character Code"
JMS VCHAR

Subroutine VCHAR uses a pointer table at VCHTAb to find the
stroking information for the requested character code. The
word at VCHTAB + Character Code is used as the address of
the first word of stroking data.

CHARACTER SPACING

After drawing the character, VCHAR will move the beam one
character space. The direction of movement is dependent
upon the current char~cter rotation1 upright characters are
spaced from left to right.

Monospaced Characters

Monospaced characters are drawn as is, without any
;nitial beam movement. The beam position returns to
the origin after completing the character, whereupon
the beam is moved one character space. Th;s distance
is determined by the last value loaded with LCDX or
LCDY instruction, depending upon rotation.

Proportional Spaced Characters

Before beginning a proportional spaced character,
beam position ;s moved forward or back to ensure
the leftmost light of the character will begin at
origin. After the character is completed,
pOSition il moved to the rightmost light of
character, then fUrther by one character space.

the
that
the

be~m
the

This
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CHARACTER ROUTINES (111147)

distance is specified in scope points by the cell
VCHSPC.

If proportiona' spactng ;1 required of
VCPROP must contain en OPR instruction.
VCPROP must contain a SKP (aefault).

VCHAR, the cell
For monospacinq,

JUSTIFICATION

Justification allow. the aadition of extra (positive or
negative) cnaracter spacing, treating a sPace character (40
octal) differently from other characters. •
The subroutine JUSTIN sets up VCHAR to add spacing for
subsequent charecter plotting as follows:

JUSTCl - Additional spacing (positive or negative) for
non-Ipace characters.

JUSTW1 - Number of non-Ipaced characters to receive OMe
additional sCOpe point of character Space after
JUSTC1.

JUSTC2 - Additional spacing (positive or negative) for SPace
clHlracters (40 octal).

JUSTW2 - Number of space characters to receive OMe
additional scope point of space after JUSTC2.

Once these values have been initialized with JUSTIN, placing
a SKP instruction at JUSTSW will cause spacing to be added
for subsequent callI to VCHAR. Placing an UPR instruction
at JUSTSW will plot character. normally.

MEASURING

VCHAR may also be uled to measure a character without
plotting. To accomplish this, place aM nPR instruction at
VCMEAS before celling VCHAR. The width, including character
spacing, will b. added to the value of CHWID, and the result
placed in CHWID. Repeatea calls without clearing CHWID will
thus sum up the width of a character strinq.

If JUltification is being used
instruction, Justify Ipacing
calculation. In thi. ceae,
initialize the Ju.tif;cation
meaSUre.

and JUSTSW contains a SKP
will be added into the width
JUSTIN should be used to

routines before beginning the

For character plotting, VCMEAS should contain
instruction.

a SKP
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CHARACTE~ SIZE

The subroutine VCHSIZ will convert a scope point character
height from the character baseline, to a character size
number between 0 and 63. This computation assumes the
characters ere designed with a cap height equal to box
height, and chooses the next highest size available. The
box height in strokes shoulo be stored ;n CH~UXH.
Calling Sequence:

LAC "Character Height"
JMS VCHSIZ I,;ze number returned ;n AC

The subroutine VCINIT and VCIN scale the character w;oth and
offset values, used by VCHAH, for a given character height.
Calling sequence:

•

LAC "Character Height"
JMS VCINIT
JMS VCIN

The subroutine VCINIT stores the character height and
initializes VCIN to scale when called. VCIN does the
measuring and sets itself to iqnore further calls until
VCINIT ;s called again. ThUS, if VCINIT is called when
character size ;s changed, and VCIN ;s called before
plotting characters, scaling will occur only when necessary.

ASSEMBLY PARAMETERS

COMPOZ - When defined, width measuring routines will be
assembled.

COMPRP - When defined, proportional spacing routines will be
assembled.

COMJUS • When defined, justification routines
assembled.

w; 11 be
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CHARACTER DISPATCH TABLES (111164)

ABSTRACT

11I164 provides standard character dispatch tables to relate
character codes to character delcriptors. Dispatch tables
are supplied for Information International standard
(1IISET), BCD, and EBCDIC, and others tailored to specific
applications. 111164 defines the Zl macro used in
optionally reserving extra words between charActer
descriptors in a font.

REQUIREMENTS

The insert file 111164 SPEC conta;ns dispatch tables
tailored for specific applications. The insert file 111164
MACRO defines the ZZ macro.

•

USAGE

A character dispatch table is a series of i8-bit word
addresses pointing to the character descriptors to be used
for plotting characters. These addresses are in order ot
the character codeJ that is, the first address points to the
desired descriPtor for character code zero, the se~ond
address tor code one, and so forth. Th;s table can be used
by the hardware to plot characters from character codes.

The symbolic font format for the fR 8~ and CUMp 80 includes
• unique symbol assigned to the starting address of eaCh
character descriptor. This symbol is "CCnnnn", where ~nnnn"
is a four-digit octal character identification code. All
characters are assigned a unique character 1D eode~ those
characters having an Information International standard
character code are assi~ned that character code as their
character ID number: for example, the Information
International character code for an upper Case "A" is 101
(octel), so the symbol defined as the starting aadress for
the "A" in a font is CC01~1. The symbol "Ce7777" is
reserved for a "null" or non-printing character.

The f;le 111164, then, def;nel a series of these symbolic
addresses a8 a table beginning at location VCHTAB. For
lIISET, t~is table is simply in order of character 10 code:

VCHTAB, CC7777
CC0001
CC0002
•
•
•

All dispatch table positions for unused character codes are
filled with the disp.tch for t~. null character, "CC7777."
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To provide a di.~atch table fo~ other char.cter sets, 111164
defines the .ymbolic .ddre •••• in a different order. For
example, the EBCDIC code for the letter "A" is 8 301 octal,
for en EBCDIC di.Pltch table, then, 111164 would define 8
CC0101 at VCHTAS+3a1 octal, rlther than VCHTAB+101 octal to~
a IIISET dispatch table.

The file 111164 may thus be as~embled with a font in a
program, and it will p~ovide a dispatch table, according to
assembly parameters, that refe~ences the absolute addresses
of character de.cription. in the fonts. The symbolic font
files are set up with conditional .'lemb1y statements .round
each character de.cription directing it to be assembled if
the character 10 symbol for it h., been referenced. Thus,
111164 must be inserted in the user program prior to the
font: the assembly pa~ameter fONT 1, provided for this
purpose, and may di~ect automatic insertion of the reQuired
font at the end of lI1164.

•

The length of the dilpetch table depends upon the number ot
bits to be uled for a character code. BCD;s a 6-bit code,
therefore the BCD dispatch table is 64 words long: the
dispatch table for 8-bit EBCDIC ;s Z56 words long, etc.

SPCTAB

A table is included in 111164 at location SPCTA8 for
conversion of ch.r.cter .1zes between scope points of height
and character size number C~-63), The table consists of 64
words representing the Icope points of height for 4
14-stroke-high character, for character sizes 0-63.

ASSEMBLY PARAMETERS

lIISET - If defined, al.emble ~ dispatch table tor
Information International standard character codes.

EBCDIC - If defined, a••emble an EBCDIC dispatc~ table.

BCD • If defined, a.semble a BCD dispatch table.

COMPRP - If defined, cau.e. Zi macro to reserve two words
between character delcriptors for character w4dth
and offlet. Nece,sary for plott;ng characters in
proportional-,paced mode.

LOCASE - If defined, includ. lowe~ cale character. in the
character letr otherwise upper case only.
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FONT - Must be defined to direct t"e ;I"Iclus;on of a fo"t
at t"e end of 111164.

FONT ;: fa FI~M
;: 1 MICRO
= 2 OC~B
= 3 BEL~- 4 BELL2-
:I 5 MICRl)2- 6 MICROl-= 7 FILMl
= 8 COUR
;: 9 UCHBl •- 1~ BELLX-
= 11 BELL2S
;: 12 IBMALD
:I 13 NDFILM
:I 14 OCHB3
:I 15 NEW
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MAGNETIC TAPE BUFFERING ROUTINES (111163)

ABSTRACT

111163 provides subroutines for initialization, reading, and
repositioning of single or multiple tape units.

REQUIREMENTS

T~e Information International MONITOR system is required.

USAGE

READ ROUTINES •
Subroutine MTRINI performs buffer initialization. The
two's complement buffer size in FR 80 words must be in
the MONITOR cell PBUFSl. For single-buffered ;nput,
the buffer address minus one must be ;n the MONITnR
cell MTAREA; for double-buffered input, CUReUF and
NEX~UF must contain buffer pointers. Each pointer ;s a
buffer address minus one.
Calling sequence for single buffered:

LAC CBUFBEG-l Ibuffer address -1
DAC MTAREA
LAC Cl-BUFSIZ Itwo's complement buffer size
OAC P8UFSZ
JMS MTRINI

Calling sequence for dOUble bUffered:
LAC CBUFBEG-l
OAC CURBUF#
LAC (1-BUFSIZ
OAC PBUFSZ
TeA
ADD CURBUf
OAC NEXBUF#
JMS MTRINI

If multiple tape un;ts ere
sequence i. 8. follows:

LAC UNIT
JMS MTRINI
LAC (l-BUFSIZ
LAC CSUFONE-l
LAC CBUFTWO-l

allowed CMTMANY>~), c a l l I n o

lunit number in AC
Itwols complement buffer size
Ibuffer address -1
12nd buffer Conly necessary
I;f double buffered)

Subroutine MTLAC will return (in the AC) 18-bit words
aequentially from the buffer. Each buffer ;s filled
automatically as it becomes empty.
Calling sequence: JMS MTLAC
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Subroutine MTBYTE will return (in the AC) a request en
number of data bits. The number of bits requested ;s
in the AC w~en MTBYTE ;s called. If data;s known to
cross record boundaries, MTBYSW should contain a SKP.
If not, MTBYSW should contain a NOP and the partial
woro at the end of the record will be ;gnorerl.
NOTE: calls to the MTBYTE and MTLAC routines cannot be
intermixed.
Calling se~uence: LAw n

JMS MTBYTE
AND (mask appropriate

Alternate celling se~uence: GETT n
to n bits)

WRITE ROUTINES •
Subroutine MTwINI performs buffer initialization,
record size is specified by the buffer size.
Calling sequence: Same as ~TRINI

Subroutine MTDAC will put the 18 bit AC into the next
position in the output buffer.
Calling sequence: JMS MTDAC

Subroutine MTPUT w;ll write a number of bits (the
number specified by the cell BYTE) from the AC. The
number specified refers to the low order AC bits.

MULTIPLE TAPE UNITS (MTMANY)0)

Subroutine MTSEL will select a tape unit for reading or
writing. The AC must contain a unit number previously
used with a MTRINl or MTWIN1.
Cal1;ng lequenCe: LAC UNIT Itape unit #

JMS MTSEL

REPUSITIONING ROUTINES

These routines consist of a pushdown list and backuc
rout;ne. to process nested repeats of data from maq
tape.

1. Save current mag tape pointers.
Calling sequence: JMS MTPUSH

2. Reposition the mag tape to the previous "pUSh"
position.
Call;ng aequence: JMS MTREPO

3. Remove the top mag tape pointer. from the pushdown
1 1st.
Calling lequence: JMS MTPOP
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END OF FILE PROCESSING

A Jump to a user-supplied EOf processor can be stored
at MTEOF. Default EOF processing types *END OF FILE
and returns to the MONITOR.

ASSEMBLY PARAMETERS

TWOBUF • Definition of TWOBUF causes assembly of
double-buffered read routines' ;f it ;s not
defined, the read routines w;ll be s;ngle~buffered.

MTPTR - If the parameter MTPTR;s not def;neo, the read
routines will allocate a core location for indexing
through the data buffer. If the user desires ~
faster access time and can afford the dedicated use
of an autoinoex register, define MTPTR=n where n is
10 through 17.

•

MTWRDS - If data is to be accessed a word at a time (no
cel,. to MT~YTE), then a core savings is realized
if MTWRDS 11 defined.

MTRPT - If the repositioning routines are needed, define
MTRPT==n where n ts t~e maximum depth of nestin~.

MTMANy - If defined and non-zero, allows handling of ~ore
than 1 tape unitJ a value of 1 8110ws units ~ and
1, 2 allows 0, 1 and 2, etc.

MTWRIT - If defined, mag tepe write routines (MTDAC, MTPUT)
are included.
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DISK I/O ROUTINES

ABSTRACT

111-183 is a let of lubroutines which provide capability for
Disk Input/Output. A pUlh oown stack ;s provided for nested
reads.

USAGE

The disk organization i. described completely in the "Disk
Operating System" documentation. The disk has 1024 blocks
of 256 l8-b;t words. Resident on the disk ;s a maste~
directory which indexes UP to 15 user directories, and a
track usage table (rUT) which indicates the state (used or
unused) of all blocks on the disk.

•

Data ;s read from the disk or written to the disk in blocks
of 256 18 bit words, however, the disk buffering routines
make the blOCK structure invisible to the user.

A disk file is referenced by a oirectory
name. the SUbroutines in 111183 assume
name is ;n location DKFILE and that the
locations DKFILE+l through OKFILE+4.

name and a file
that the directory
file name is in

SUBROUTINES

DKRINI (READ INITIALIZe):

This subroutine initializes the system to read from the
file specified by OKFILE through DKFILE+4
Call;n; seQuence· DKRINI

RETURN

RETURN+1

DKRINI returns here if
the file doesn't exist.
normal return for DKRINI

DKWINI (WRITE INITIALIZE):

This subroutine in;tializes the system to write on the
disk by finding an available block, setting up the
buffer, and storing the default directory and file name
into locations OKFILE through DKFILE+4. Control ;s
returned to DEBUG if the disk is full.
Calling sequence· DKwINI
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USAGE

DKREAD:

This subroutine return. to the next 9 b;t byte in the
low order AC from the file opened by DKRINI.
Calling Se~uence: DKREAO

SAD (EUFCHR Icheck for EOF char.

DKRDWD:

This subrotine returns the next 18 bit word in the AC
from the ffle opened by DKRINI.
Calling Sequence· DKRDWD •
OKWRIT:

This subroutine writes the 9 low order bits of the AC
to the disk.
Calling Sequence - DK~RIT

DKWRWO:

This subroutine writes the contents of the AC to the
disk.
Calling Sequence. DKWRwD

DKNAME:

This subroutine nemes ell disk output since the last
DKWINI. Locations DKFILE through DKFILE+4 specify the
directory name and file name.
Calling Se~uence - DKNAME

RETURN

RE1URN+l

IDKNAME returns here if
Ithere ;s no such
Idirectory defined,
lor if the master
Id1r.ctory is full.
IDKNAME returns here if
Ithe user directory is
Ifull.
Inormal return for
IDKNAME

RETURN+2

OKPUSHI

Tt'lis subroutine
the 1,lt ff le
from a new file
doing I DKPOP.

Slvel 111 relevant information about
opened by OKRINI. This allows read;nq

Ind later reopening th old file by
Extrl core locltions of intrest to the
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USAGE

user program may be pushed onto the
OKPNUM to be the number of extra
extra cor. locations are D~PBLK to
non-zero OKPNUM.
Call;ng Sequence· OKPUSH

RETURN

stack by defining
words desired. lHe
DKPdLK+DKPNUM, for

RETURN+1

Ipush down stack is
Ifull.
Inormal return for
IDKPUSH

•
•
•

DKRINI lopen a new file. •
DKPQP:

This subroutine reopens the
PKPUSH. the read routines
'eft off in the file.
Calling Sequence. DKPOP

RETURN

last file processed hy
will continue where thp.y

RETURN +1

Ipush down stack ;s
lempty.
Inormal return for DKPnp

The followin; .ubroutinee are called by those listed above:

OKRTUT - Th;s 8ubroutine reads the track usaqe table
into core and stores the default directory
name and file name in DKFILE throuon
DKFILE+4.

DKCRUS - This subroutine creates a new drectory with
the name in DKFILE. A new master d;rectoy ;s
written on the disk. The routine skips on a
normal return.

DKRDMD - This lubroutine reads the master directory
into core.

DKDRFN - Th;s subroutine searches the master directory
for the name ;n DKFILE. The routine skips o~
a normal return.

OKFFIL - Th1~ subroutine aearches the user directory
for the name ;n DKFILE+1 through DKFILE+4.
THe routine .kip. on a normal return with a
pOinter in the AC to tne first block of the
file.

OKDLET· Th;1 subroutine deletes the file named in
OKFILE through DKFILE+4 from the disk.
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USAGE

DKGET· T~il .ub~outine searc~es the track usage
teble for an available block. Control ;s
returned to DEBUG if the disk is full.

DKINIT· Thil lubroutine initializes to read into Core
the block whose number is in the AC.

DKRDSK - This subroutine handles the actual data
transfer from di~k to core.

DKWRBK· This subroutine handles the actual
trenlfer from core to disk.

data
•

ASSEMBLY PARAMETERS

NODKwT - When NOOKWT i8 defined, it is not possible to
write on the diSk.

OKNWSR· When DKNWSR is defined, it
directories to be created.

allows new

NODKRD· When NODKRK ;s de~ined, it is not Possible to
read file. from the disk.

DKREPL - When DKREPL is defined, ;t allows file
replacement.

DKPNUM· When DKPNUM is defined, it al10wl
"push-reads." Def;ne it as the number of
e~tra words (usually zero) to be pushed.

DKCHAN - When DKCHAN is defined, it allows a new TUT
to be built when using subroutine DKNAME.
Store a LAM (-0) in location DKCHAN when
cell;ng OKNAME to cause a new TUT to be
eu it e ,

ADDITIONAL NOTES.

111182 reeds a f41e name end formats it correctly for use
with 111183. A uleful macro for producing file names in the
proper format directly ii'

N X, Y, Z • macro to peck characters X, V, Z into name
format •

• OEf N X, Y, Z
"Xt40&77.61C"Yt40&77).61<"Z+40&17)
.TERM
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MASS STORAGE I/O

ABSTRACT

This program contains subroutines to read or write n;sk
blocks,

USAGE

The following routines will operate either with interrupts
enabled or not.

WDSK:

This subroutine 1& used to write a block of data.
Calling sequence - LAC (block #)

WDSK
LAC (starting core address)
NORMAL EXIT

BLKSIZ (4000ctal) words will be copied from the specified
core address to the specified date block on the disk. Anv
error detected will cause retry until no error ;s detected.

RDSK:

Tnis subroutine reads
Calling sequence -

a block of data.
LAC (block #)
RDSK
LAC (start;ng core address)
ERROR EXIT
NORMAL EXIT

BLKSIZ (4000ctal) words will be copied from the specified
data block into specified consecutive core locations.
Tne error exit will be taken if an error is aetected
trying to reed the block more than a specified number
of times. The number of read attempts to be tried
before exiting is stored as 8 two's complement number
in RDSKMX.
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SYSTEM TAPE DEBUG (111126 P)

ABSTRACT

DEBUG is a general purpose Iymbol;c debugging progra~.
Controls are the non-alphanumeric characters and letters
when preceded by $ or <ALT MODE> (The <ALl MODE> key ~rints
as $.) This version of DEBUG is meant for use On an 8K
machine with no mass storage. It ia coded very efficiently
in its own interpretive language wh;ch packs two commands to
a word, and hence, savea space at the expense of time.
Since the program ia usually waiting for a telety~e
response, there is no noticeable 10S8 of speed in operation.

REQUIREMt.NTS •
Storage = approximately 200~(octal) locations, plus space
tor program's symbol table. (When large programs are read
in, symbols are deleted.)

USAGE

Th;s program may be assembled to reside anywhere in memory.
Normally it resides at the end of memory and its starting
address (DEBUG) ;s 17677. Load DEBUG from the SYSTEM ta~e
and type GO/<CR>. To restart, START at -100. (All errors
are indicated by the pr;ntfng of a ? and ringing of the
be 1 1•)

AVAILABLE COMMANDS

(In the following, a and b stand for any legal expression,
and s· stands for any legal symbol.)

Initializing Commands

SK
a<IZ
a<blZ

- Kill ell but permanent symbols
- Zero memory from a up to symbol table
- Zero memory from a to b-l inclusive

Program Loading

so - Load program and symbols from paper tape
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Ava;lable Commands

Mode Control

$S
$C
$R
$0
n$R

:

- Print words as symbolic commandS
- Print words as constants
- Print addresses ;n relative symbolic
- Print addresses as constants
- Change output and input number base to n (n>1)
- Print last qu~ntity in current mode
- Print last quantity in opposite mode

--
The ;n;tial modes are Sand R, and the initial output base
;s 8. •
Arithmetic

t or space - Plus
- Minus* - T;mes

1 - Inclusive OR

Examination

8/
8\
/
\
<CR>
<LF>
t
J
TAB

- Open a ;n current mode
- Open 8 in opposite mode
- Open addressed register in current mode
- Open addressed register in opposite mode
- Mod;fy and close
- Modify and open next

Modify and open previous
- Modify and open addressed
- Modify, open addressed, and change sequence

Registers

$A
$L
SQ
SF
SJ
SM
SMtl
•

- Accumulator
- Link
- MQ
- Bottom of symbol table
- Location at which program starts on I
- Mask for searches
- Uppe r 1im it
- Current location
- Last quantity typed (by either user or D£BUG)

Running

••

- Go to location contained in $J
- Go to a
- Go to location contained ;n DEBUG-l
- Go to 8 and put a in DEBUG-l

at

an
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Available Commands

SJ and DEBUG-1 initi~llY contain halts. If' or "are us~d
without arguments before changing $J or DEBUG-l, an error is
indicated.

When a paper tape is loaded, its start or Pause address is
put in SJ.

A running program may JMS to DEBUG-l and a " will return
control to the p~ogram with the status restored.

NOTE: If ;t ia desired that DEBUG type the return address
for such an entry, the JMS DEBUG-l shoulo be preceded
by a DZM DEBUG-2. ' •

58
aSB
SP
nSP
aSX

- Remove breakpoint
- Put breakpoint at a
- Proceed after breakpoint stop
- Proceed and do not break next n times
- Execute the command a

If the execution of the command results in a skip, the bell
will ring.

Symbol Def;nition

a<s>., - Define the symbol s as the quantity a
- Define the current location as s

Searching

.SW

.SN
- Search for and print all locations equal to a
- Search for locations not equal to a
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Available Commands

SK
SZ
a<SZ
a<b$Z

50

SS
SC
SR
SO
nSR--·•

COMMAND SUMMARY - DEBUG

k111 symbols
zero memory
zero from a on
zero from a to b-l

load program and symbols

symbolic
constant
relative
octal
set base n
equals, current mode
equals, opposite mode

+ plus
m;nu~
times*,

/
\
<CR>
<LF>
+
•,
TAB

or

open, current mode
open, oppos;te mode
close
open next
open previous
open addressed
new sequence, addressed

:SA
$L
$Q
$F
SJ
$M
$M+l
•

"

$6
$P
$)(

a<s>
S,

$W
$N

accumulator
l I n k
MQ
symbol table
start address
search mask
uppe r 1 im i t
current address
last quantity typed

start
return

breakpoint.
proceed
execute

define a as 5
define current as s

word search
not-word search

•
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